
How to get rid of excitement before the exam?

algebra homework

It is clear that it is time for exams (or how students are called the terrible word "session") makes
man working to wear, unless of course he wants to pass an exam on an acceptable assessment.
Intellectual overload from many students (especially among first-year students who have not yet
passed through the "fire" of their first session) sometimes does not give a quiet life. You constantly
think about the upcoming exam, go through the probable outcomes of delivery, etc. etc.

In general, as usual, a person tries to load himself in every way that he relies. After all, it is known
that about 95% of all the "terrible cases", which we invent, never happen in life. However, I'm sure it
will not stop you from your favorite classes of freshmen - inventing the horror stories. This is the first
thing I wanted to tell you.

How to stop afraid of exams?

Secondly, the excitement increases on the exhibitor (who does not know what this word means,
present the schedule, sharply going upwards), when a person begins to share his "fears" with the
surrounding fellowship - "flourish".

"Damn, and if I forget it ...", "What if I am asked to solve this task, because I don't know how ...",
"How can I remember all this? A-A-A-A. " Familiar picture? Surely, among your classmates
(especially in the period before the session), similar things are actively mutated. The bad word is
"mutated", incomprehensible to some. It is better to say so - "shake". Top will be :)

If you connect to the company of your "Friends - Boyk", then be ready to get a "charge" - such a fear
of fear and fear that your own fears, compared to fears received from a group of people, will simply
seek easy excitement. Surely, you are a person understanding, so we understand the following -
you should not communicate before the exam with your "classmates -" flocks ".

Fear over the exam

You can hardly get the benefit from such communication, but you will get a big portion of other
people's fears and experiences. If, as they say, it is rushing to talk before the exam, then better
communicate with confident people.

Not necessarily it must be excellent students or good. You can talk with avid strollers, because they
are still on everything far in ... is allowed. In general, it is clear :)

As practice shows, the knowledge obtained before the exam is helped by approximately 20-30% of
cases, but confidence, hoped from any sources, i.e. Self-confident people can help almost in a
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hopeless situation. In general, being confident in life is one of the main qualities for a successful
person. And what do you think?

How to facilitate learning or lever effect

All that was told above is such a small lyrical administration. Now there will be the most "meat." So
how to get rid of excitement before the exam?


